Abstract. Let / e L'(0, oo), S > 0 and (GJ^t) = «_1 /»«<'-'V^i)<&.
Introduction. This note is concerned with an interesting method of approximating an integrable function /: (0, oo) -» R by step functions. The approximation process involves the integral transformation Gs: Lx(0, oo)-» L'(0, oo) defined for 5 > 0 by (Gsf)(t)=lf¡0°e<-^*f(s)ds.
(
Equivalently, g = GJ is the unique function g E Lx(0, oo) which satisfies g-8g'= f The mesh of the partition is denoted by ¡i(P); p(P) = sup,<1<K15,. The main results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem. Let P be as above, f E Lx(0, oo) and AP be defined by (2) . Then The definition of the transformation f'-» APf as well as the questions resolved by the theorem arose naturally from considering difference approximations of certain nonlinear evolution problems. While this motivation is not relevant for the statement or the proof (given in §1) of the theorem, we do explain it briefly in §2.
We are indebted to Carl de Boor for his advice on this problem.
1. Proof of the Theorem. Let h,k E Lx(-oo, 0) and / E L'(0, oo). We define k ° f E L'(0, oo) and h * k E Lx(-oo, 0) according to
The convolution operator "*" is commutative and associative, while ho(kof) = (h*k)°f. 
Since each of the summands 8,K,(-s) in the last integrand is nonnegative, we can establish (3) and (4) k, + ks * 1 -e''* + j;f ¿r-»/* ds=\.
(1.12)
We now assume the claim is true for j = / and verify it for j = / + 1. By (1.12) we have
where the last equality follows from the induction hypothesis. Rearranging License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
It remains to verify (6). (We remark that the previous results did not require ¡x(P) < oo.) In view of (4), which is independent of P, it suffices to verify (6) for a dense subset F of Lx(0, oo). It is convenient to choose F = span{/0: a > 0). (In fact, span{e~"': n = 1,2, . . . } is dense in L'(0, oo), as is well known. To see this, use the change of variables x = e~' which exchanges (0, oo) and (0, 1) while e~"' becomes x".) To proceed, we estimate \Apfa -/J in terms of n(P). For convenience of future referencing the simple lemma which does so is stated without using the notation above. -V This last estimate is equivalent to \ms\ + \ms\ * C < C. If H»^^^^ < 1 we may set c =Hk-(-oo,o)/0 -Mkc-^o)).
(Consideration of the case m(r) = 2er shows some such restriction is necessary.) By contrast, our proof of (5) and (6) used special properties of the exponential kernel.
Motivation. Let Ibea
Banach space and A be an accretive operator in A'(see, e.g., [1] , [2] for terminology). If / E L'(0, oo; X) and x E X, we say that u' + Au3f,
has an e-approximate solution on and 'i+i tN > T, ti+x -r, < e, ||x0 -x|| < e and "i! f''+lU+l-Äs)\\ds<e.
;=o Jt, (2.3) In this case, the step function whose value on (t¡, r1 + 1] is xi+x is called an e-approximate solution of (2.1). It is shown in [3] that if (2.1) has an e-approximate solution on [0, T] for each e > 0, then these solutions converge uniformly as ejO to a unique limit u E C([0, T]; X) which is the solution (in a certain sense) of (2.1). The estimates which prove this are considerably more involved in the case that / ^ 0 than in the simpler case / = 0. The approximation theorem proved in this note allows us to reduce the problem (2. wherever ||a(í)||^ and k(s) are both differentiable.Together, (2.6) and (2.7) imply (2.5) and hence that & is accretive. The system (2.4) was introduced in [4] for another purpose. The results we have just obtained reduce many questions concerning (2.1) to the same questions for / = 0.
